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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method of rate control in coding of a video sequence to 
generate a compressed bit stream is provided that includes 
computing a sequence base quantization step size for a 
sequence of pictures in the video sequence, computing a 
picture base quantization step size for a picture in the 
sequence of pictures based on the sequence base quantization 
step size, a type of the picture, and a level of the picture in a 
rate control hierarchy, and coding the picture using the picture 
base quantization step size to generate a portion of the com 
pressed bit stream. 
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RATE CONTROL INVIDEO CODING 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Patent Application Ser. No. 61/324.425, filed Apr. 15, 2010, 
which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The demand for digital video products continues to 
increase. Some examples of applications for digital video 
include video communication, security and Surveillance, 
industrial automation, and entertainment (e.g., DV, HDTV. 
satellite TV, set-top boxes, Internet video streaming, digital 
cameras, cellular telephones, video jukeboxes, high-end dis 
plays, and personal video recorders). Further, video applica 
tions are becoming increasingly mobile as a result of higher 
computation power in handsets, advances in battery technol 
ogy, and high-speed wireless connectivity. 
0003 Video compression is an essential enabler for digital 
video products. Compression-decompression (CODEC) 
algorithms enable storage and transmission of digital video. 
Codecs may be, for example, industry standards such as 
MPEG-2, MPEG-4, H.264/AVC, etc. and the standard cur 
rently under development, HEVC. At the core of all of these 
standards is the hybrid video coding technique of block 
motion compensation (prediction) plus transform coding of 
prediction error. Block motion compensation is used to 
remove temporal redundancy between Successive pictures 
(frames or fields) by prediction from prior pictures, whereas 
transform coding is used to remove spatial redundancy within 
each block of a picture. 
0004 Such block-based encoding techniques are inher 
ently lossy as they achieve compression by both removing 
redundant information and by making Small quality compro 
mises that are meant to minimally perceptible in the decoded 
Video sequence. In particular, a quantization step size (QS) 
regulates how much spatial detail is retained in a compressed 
coding block. The smaller the Qs, the more retention of detail 
and the better the quality but at the cost of a higher bit rate. As 
the QS increases, less detail is retained and the bit rate 
decreases but at the cost of increased distortion and loss of 
quality. 
0005 Rate control is an important part of any video 
encoder. Rate control attempts to maximize the perceived 
quality of encoded video when decoded by managing the 
number of bits used to encode each picture. That is, rate 
control dynamically adjusts various encoderparameters, e.g., 
the Qs, to achieve a target bitrate in the compressed bit stream 
in view of the current fullness of the output buffer. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0006 Particular embodiments in accordance with the 
invention will now be described, by way of example only, and 
with reference to the accompanying drawings: 
0007 FIGS. 1A-1E show examples in accordance with 
one or more embodiments; 
0008 FIG. 2 shows a block diagram of a digital system in 
accordance with one or more embodiments; 
0009 FIG.3 shows a block diagram of a video encoder in 
accordance with one or more embodiments; 
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0010 FIGS. 4A and 4B show flow diagrams of methods 
for rate control in accordance with one or more embodiments; 
and 
0011 FIGS. 5-7 show illustrative digital systems in accor 
dance with one or more embodiments. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 
OF THE INVENTION 

0012 Specific embodiments will now be described in 
detail with reference to the accompanying figures. Like ele 
ments in the various figures are denoted by like reference 
numerals for consistency. 
0013 Certain terms are used throughout the following 
description and the claims to refer to particular system com 
ponents. As one skilled in the art will appreciate, components 
in digital systems may be referred to by different names 
and/or may be combined in ways not shown herein without 
departing from the described functionality. This document 
does not intend to distinguish between components that differ 
in name but not function. In the following discussion and in 
the claims, the terms “including” and "comprising are used 
in an open-ended fashion, and thus should be interpreted to 
mean “including, but not limited to . . . . Also, the term 
“couple' and derivatives thereof are intended to mean an 
indirect, direct, optical, and/or wireless electrical connection. 
Thus, if a first device couples to a second device, that con 
nection may be through a direct electrical connection, 
through an indirect electrical connection via other devices 
and connections, through an optical electrical connection, 
and/or through a wireless electrical connection. 
0014. In the following detailed description of embodi 
ments, numerous specific details are set forth in order to 
provide a more thorough understanding of the embodiments. 
However, it will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art 
that the invention may be practiced without these specific 
details. In other instances, well-known features have not been 
described in detail to avoid unnecessarily complicating the 
description. In addition, although method steps may be pre 
sented and described herein in a sequential fashion, one or 
more of the steps shown and described may be omitted, 
repeated, performed concurrently, and/or performed in a dif 
ferent order than the order shown in the figures and/or 
described herein. Accordingly, embodiments should not be 
considered limited to the specific ordering of steps shown in 
the figures and/or described herein. Further, embodiments 
should not be considered limited to any particular video cod 
ing standard. 
0015. As used herein, the term "picture' refers to a frame 
or a field of a frame. A frame is a complete image captured 
during a known time interval. When a video sequence is in 
progressive format, the term picture refers to a complete 
frame. When a video sequence is in interlaced format, each 
frame is composed of a field of odd-numbered scanning lines 
followed by a field of even-numbered lines. Each of these 
fields is a picture. Further, an I-picture is an intra-coded 
picture, a P-picture is an inter-coded picture predicted from 
another I-picture or P-picture, e.g., a previous I-picture or 
P-picture, and a B-picture is an inter-coded picture predicted 
using two pictures, e.g., a previous I-picture or P-picture and 
a following I-picture or P-picture. In general, a group of 
pictures (GOP) is a group of Successive pictures in a video 
sequence and a GOP structure specifies how each picture in 
the GOP is to be coded, i.e., whether a given picture is to be 
coded as an I-picture, P-picture, or B-picture. 
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0016. If the GOP structure is non-hierarchical, each GOP 
begins with an I-picture and includes all pictures until the next 
I-picture. The pictures between the two I-pictures may be 
Some defined sequence of P-pictures and/or B-pictures, 
depending on the particular GOP structure. Examples of such 
GOPs are shown in FIGS 1A-1C. If the GOP Structure is 
hierarchical, e.g., hierarchical-B, a GOP is defined to be a key 
picture and all pictures that are temporally located between 
that key picture and the previous key picture. A key picture 
may be intra-coded, i.e., an I-picture, or inter-coded using a 
previous key picture, i.e., a P-picture. The other pictures in the 
GOP are hierarchically predicted. In a GOP with a hierarchi 
cal-B coding structure, the other pictures in the GOP are 
B-pictures. In a GOP with a hierarchical-P coding structure, 
the other pictures in the GOP are P-pictures. Examples of 
GOPs with hierarchical-P and hierarchical-B coding struc 
tures are shown in FIGS. 1D and 1E, respectively. 
0017 Many rate control techniques used in video coding, 

e.g., rate control techniques based on the H.263 test model 
near-term 5 (TMN5), assume that only I-pictures and P-pic 
tures occur in a video sequence. Further, Such techniques may 
modulate the base quantization step size (Qs) at the picture 
level. That is, the base Qs for a P-picture is set to be the 
average QS used in coding the previous P-picture. This base 
QS is then modulated prior to coding the picture based on 
whether the number of bits used in coding the previous P-pic 
ture was above or below a target number of bits. The resulting 
base QS is then used as a starting point for determining the 
actual QS used in coding each coding block in the picture. 
Further, during the coding of a picture, the QS may be 
increased or decreased periodically based on how close an 
estimated coded size of the picture is to the target coded size 
for a picture. 
0018. Such rate control techniques may provide good 
results with progressive coding (where a picture is a frame of 
a video sequence) where a group of pictures (GOP) has a 
structure of an I-picture followed by some number of P-pic 
tures and complexity from picture to picture does not change 
much. However, such rate control techniques may not be 
sufficient for GOP structures that include B-pictures and/or 
have a hierarchical coding structure. 
0019 Embodiments of the invention provide rate control 
that determines and modulates the base QS at the beginning of 
sequences of pictures rather than at the beginning of each 
picture. Further, the sequence base QS is determined and 
modulated differently based on the type of the initial picture 
(e.g., I-picture or P-picture) in the sequence of pictures. The 
sequence base QS is then used to determine a base QS for each 
picture in the sequence. The picture base QS for a picture may 
be adapted from the sequence base QS based on the picture 
type and the level of the picture in the rate control hierarchy. 
Further, in one or more embodiments, prior to coding a pic 
ture, a minimum and maximum coded size is computed for 
the picture based on various criteria. Then, rate control at the 
Sub-picture level, i.e., for sequences of coding blocks in a 
picture, determines a base QS for a sequence of coding blocks 
in the picture, e.g., a row, based on the picture base QS and the 
minimum and maximum coded sizes. More specifically, the 
coded size of the picture is estimated at the beginning of a 
sequence of coding blocks and this sub-picture base QS may 
be increased or decreased as appropriate if the estimated 
coded size of the picture violates the minimum or maximum 
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coded size. No particular GOP structure is required and a 
GOP may include B-pictures and/or may have a hierarchical 
coding structure. 
0020. To mitigate possible quality degradation when a 
scene change occurs in a video sequence, Some embodiments 
recognize when a scene change has occurred and take steps to 
manage the QS in the initial non-scene-change picture after a 
scene change is detected. As is explained in more detail 
herein, rate control may adapt the minimum and maximum 
coded sizes at the beginning of each coding block sequence 
when a scene change was detected in the previous picture and 
no scene change has been detected in the picture being coded 
at that point in time. An average QS Value used for the coding 
block sequences from this non-scene-change picture is then 
set to be the sequence base QS for the sequence of pictures 
containing the non-scene-change picture. 
0021. The frame sequences used by embodiments of the 
rate control are referred to as SubGOPs herein. For purposes 
of determining a SubGOP frames in a video sequence are 
viewed as being at different levels in a rate control hierarchy. 
The levels in the rate control hierarchy are defined as follows. 
Level 0 frames, also referred to as key frames, may be used by 
for prediction of other level 0 frames. Further, a predicted 
level 0 frame may only use other level 0 pictures as reference 
frames. Pictures in level n (no-0) may be predicted from 
frames in level n-1 and below (n >0) and may be used as for 
prediction of frames in levels n+1 and above (no-0). A sub 
GOP is a sequence of frames that begins with a level 0 frame, 
i.e., a key frame, and ends with the last frame before the next 
level 0 picture. This ensures that there is only one level 0 
frame in a subGOP, and that level 0 frame is the first frame in 
the SubGOP (in coding order, not display order. 
(0022 FIGS. 1A-1E show examples of various GOP struc 
tures and identifies subGOPS in relation to the GOP struc 
tures. FIGS. 1A-1C are examples of non-hierarchical GOP 
structures and FIGS. 1D and 1E are examples of hierarchical 
GOP structures. More specifically, FIG. 1A is an example of 
an IPPP coding structure, FIG. 1B is an example of an IBP 
coding structure, FIG. 1C is an example of an IBBP coding 
structure, FIG. 1D is an example of a hierarchical-P coding 
structure, and FIG. 1E is an example of a hierarchical-B 
coding structure. In each of these figures, the pictures are 
shown in display order and the numbers above or below each 
picture identify the coding order of that picture. 
0023. In the rate control hierarchy, there are two types of 
SubGOPs, an I-SubGOP and a P-SubGOP. An I-SubGOP is a 
SubGOP in which the initial picture is an I-picture and a 
P-subGOP is a subGOP in which the initial picture is a P-pic 
ture. As is explained in more detail herein, in one or more 
embodiments, the sequence base Qs for an I-SubGOP is deter 
mined differently than that of a P-SubGOP. 
0024 FIG. 2 shows a block diagram of a digital system in 
accordance with one or more embodiments. The system 
includes a source digital system 200 that transmits encoded 
Video sequences to a destination digital system 202 via a 
communication channel 216. The source digital system 200 
includes a video capture component 204, a video encoder 
component 206 and a transmitter component 208. The video 
capture component 204 is configured to provide a video 
sequence to be encoded by the video encoder component 206. 
The video capture component 204 may be for example, a 
video camera, a video archive, or a video feed from a video 
content provider. In some embodiments, the video capture 
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component 204 may generate computer graphics as the video 
sequence, or a combination of live video and computer-gen 
erated video. 

0025. The video encoder component 206 receives a video 
sequence from the video capture component 204 and encodes 
it for transmission by the transmitter component 208 and/or 
for storage in a storage component (not shown). In general, 
the video encoder component 206 receives the video 
sequence from the video capture component 204 as a 
sequence of pictures, divides the pictures into coding blocks 
which may be a whole picture or apart of a picture, divides the 
coding blocks into prediction blocks, and encodes the video 
data in the coding blocks based on the prediction blocks. 
During the encoding process, a method for rate control as 
described herein may be performed. The functionality of 
embodiments of the video encoder component 206 is 
described in more detail below in reference to FIGS. 3A and 
3B. 

0026. The transmitter component 208 transmits the 
encoded video data to the destination digital system 202 via 
the communication channel 216. The communication chan 
nel 216 may be any communication medium, or combination 
of communication media Suitable for transmission of the 
encoded video sequence, such as, for example, wired or wire 
less communication media, a local area network, or a wide 
area network. 

0027. The destination digital system 202 includes a 
receiver component 210, a video decoder component 212 and 
a display component 214. The receiver component 210 
receives the encoded video data from the Source digital sys 
tem 200 via the communication channel 216 and provides the 
encoded video data to the video decoder component 212 for 
decoding. In general, the video decoder component 212 
reverses the encoding process performed by the video 
encoder component 206 to reconstruct the coding blocks of 
the video sequence. The reconstructed video sequence may 
then be displayed on the display component 214. The display 
component 214 may be any Suitable display device Such as, 
for example, a plasma display, a liquid crystal display (LCD), 
a light emitting diode (LED) display, etc. 
0028. In some embodiments, the source digital system 200 
may also include a receiver component and a video decoder 
component and/or the destination digital system 202 may 
include a transmitter component and a video encoder com 
ponent for transmission of video sequences both directions 
for video steaming, video broadcasting, and video telephony. 
Further, the video encoder component 206 and the video 
decoder component 212 may perform encoding and decoding 
in accordance with one or more video compression standards 
such as, for example, the Moving Picture Experts Group 
(MPEG) video compression standards, e.g., MPEG-1, 
MPEG-2, and MPEG-4, the ITU-T video compressions stan 
dards, e.g., H.263, H.264 and HEVC, the Society of Motion 
Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) 421 M video 
CODEC standard (commonly referred to as “VC-1), the 
video compression standard defined by the Audio Video Cod 
ing Standard Workgroup of China (commonly referred to as 
“AVS”), ITU-T/ISO High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) 
standard, etc. The video encoder component 206 and the 
Video decoder component 212 may be implemented in any 
suitable combination of software, firmware, and hardware, 
Such as, for example, one or more digital signal processors 
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(DSPs), microprocessors, discrete logic, application specific 
integrated circuits (ASICs), field-programmable gate arrays 
(FPGAs), etc. 
0029 FIG. 3 shows a block diagram of a video encoder, 
e.g., the video encoder 206 of FIG. 2, configured to perform 
rate control in accordance with one or more embodiments. 
For illustrative purposes, the block coding architecture shown 
is that of an H.264 video encoder. As shown in FIG. 3, input 
pictures 300 for encoding are divided into coding blocks, e.g., 
macroblocks, and the coding blocks are provided as one input 
of a motion estimation component 320, as one input of an 
intra prediction component 324, and to a positive input of a 
combiner 302 (e.g., adder or subtractor or the like). Further, 
although not specifically shown, a prediction mode, i.e., inter 
prediction or intra-prediction, for each input frame is selected 
and provided to a mode selector component and the entropy 
encoders 334. 
0030 The storage component 318 provides reference data 
to the motion estimation component 320 and to the motion 
compensation component 322. The reference data may 
include one or more previously encoded and decoded pic 
tures, i.e., reconstructed pictures. In some embodiments, the 
storage component 318 is external memory, i.e., off-chip 
memory. 
0031. The motion estimation component 320 provides 
motion estimation information to the motion compensation 
component 322 and the entropy encoders 334. More specifi 
cally, the motion estimation component 320 performs tests on 
coding blocks based on multiple temporal prediction modes 
using reference data from storage 318 to choose the best 
motion vector(s)/prediction mode based on a coding cost. To 
test the prediction modes, the motion estimation component 
320 may divide a coding block into prediction blocks accord 
ing to the block size of a prediction mode. The motion esti 
mation component 320 provides the selected motion vector 
(MV) or vectors and the selected prediction mode to the 
motion compensation component 322 and the selected 
motion vector (MV) to the entropy encoders 334. The motion 
compensation component 322 provides motion compensated 
inter prediction information to a selector switch 326 that 
includes motion compensated interprediction blocks and the 
selected temporal prediction modes. The coding cost of the 
interprediction blocks are also provided to the mode selector 
component. 
0032. The intra prediction component 324 provides intra 
prediction information to the selector switch 326 that 
includes intra prediction blocks and the corresponding spatial 
prediction modes. That is, the intra prediction component 324 
performs spatial prediction in which tests based on multiple 
spatial prediction modes are performed on the coding block 
using previously encoded neighboring blocks of the frame 
from the buffer 328 to choose the best spatial prediction mode 
for generating an intra prediction block based on a coding 
cost. To test the spatial prediction modes, the intra prediction 
component 324 may divide a coding block into prediction 
blocks according to the block size of a prediction mode. 
Although not specifically shown, the spatial prediction mode 
of each intra prediction block provided to the selector switch 
326 is also provided to the transform component 304. Further, 
although not specifically shown, the coding cost of the intra 
prediction blocks are also provided to the mode selector com 
ponent. 
0033. The selector switch 326 selects between the motion 
compensated inter prediction blocks from the motion com 
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pensation component 322 and the intra prediction blocks 
from the intra prediction component 324 based on the differ 
ence metrics of the blocks and a frame prediction mode pro 
vided by the mode selector component. The output of the 
selector switch 326, i.e., the predicted prediction block, is 
provided to a negative input of the combiner 302 and to a 
delay component 330. The output of the delay component 330 
is provided to another combiner (i.e., an adder) 338. The 
combiner 302 subtracts the predicted prediction block from 
the current prediction block of the current coding block to 
provide a residual prediction block to the transform compo 
nent 304. The resulting residual prediction block is a set of 
pixel difference values that quantify differences between 
pixel values of the original prediction block and the predicted 
prediction block. 
0034. The transform component 304 performs a block 
transform on the residual prediction blocks to convert the 
residual pixel values to transform coefficients and outputs the 
transform coefficients. The transform coefficients from the 
transform component 304 are provided to a quantization 
component 306 which outputs quantized transform coeffi 
cients. More specifically, the quantization component 306 
divides the values of the transform coefficients of a residual 
prediction block by a quantization scale (QS) derived from a 
quantization parameter (Qp) provided by the rate control 
component 338. In general, the quantization component 306 
represents the coefficients by using a desired number of quan 
tization steps, the number of steps used (or correspondingly 
the value of Qs or the values in the scaling matrix) determin 
ing the number of bits used to represent the residuals. 
0035. The rate control component 338 computes a base QS 
for each coding block in accordance with a method for rate 
control as described herein and converts this base Qs to the 
appropriate QP value for use by the quantization component 
306. As is described in more detail below in reference to 
FIGS. 4A and 4B, some embodiments of the rate control 
method generate the base QS for a coding block by adapting a 
base Qs for a subGOP containing the coding block to a target 
bit rate in view of a number of factors including the current 
fullness of the video buffer 336. 

0036 Because the DCT transform redistributes the energy 
of the residual signal into the frequency domain, the quan 
tized transform coefficients are taken out of their raster-scan 
ordering a scan component 308 and arranged by significance, 
Such as, for example, beginning with the more significant 
coefficients followed by the less significant. The ordered 
quantized transform coefficients provided via the scan com 
ponent 308 along with header information are coded by the 
entropy encoders 334, which provide a compressed bit stream 
336 to the video buffer 336 for transmission or storage. The 
entropy coding performed by the entropy encoders 334 may 
be any Suitable entropy encoding techniques, such as, for 
example, context adaptive variable length coding (CAVLC), 
context adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC), run 
length coding, etc. 
0037. Inside every encoder is an embedded decoder. As 
any compliant decoder is expected to reconstruct an image 
from a compressed bit stream, the embedded decoder pro 
vides the same utility to the video encoder. Knowledge of the 
reconstructed input allows the video encoder to transmit the 
appropriate residual energy to compose Subsequent frames. 
To determine the reconstructed input, i.e., reference data, the 
ordered quantized transform coefficients provided via the 
scan component 308 are returned to their original post-trans 
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form arrangement by an inverse scan component 310, the 
output of which is provided to a dequantize component 312, 
which outputs estimated transformed information, i.e., an 
estimated or reconstructed version of the transform result 
from the transform component 304. The estimated trans 
formed information is provided to the inverse transform com 
ponent 314, which outputs estimated residual information 
which represents a reconstructed version of the residual pre 
diction block. The reconstructed residual prediction block is 
provided to the combiner 338. 
0038. The combiner 338 adds the delayed selected predic 
tion block to the reconstructed residual prediction block to 
generate an unfiltered reconstructed prediction block, which 
becomes part of reconstructed frame information. The recon 
structed frame information is provided via a buffer 328 to the 
intra prediction component 324 and to a filter component 316. 
The filter component 316 is an in-loop filter which filters the 
reconstructed frame information and provides filtered recon 
structed coding blocks, i.e., reference data, to the storage 
component 318. 
0039 FIGS. 4A and 4B shows flow diagrams of methods 
for rate control inaccordance with one or more embodiments. 
For simplicity of explanation, the methods are described 
assuming rate control at the Sub-picture level is based on rows 
of coding blocks. One of ordinary skill in the art will under 
stand embodiments in which rate control at the sub-picture 
level is based on coding blocks sequences that are Smaller or 
larger than a row of a picture and may vary in length within a 
picture. 
0040. One or more embodiments of the rate control 
method compute a base Qs at the beginning of each subGOP 
in a video sequence 402. This subGOP base QS is then used to 
compute a base Qs for each picture in the subGOP 404. A 
minimum and maximum coded size is also computed for each 
picture 420. The picture base Qs and the minimum and maxi 
mum picture sizes are then used to determine a base QS for 
each row of coding blocks in the picture 430-438. More 
specifically, the row base Qs for a row may be increased or 
decreased as needed if the estimated coded size of the picture 
violates the minimum or maximum picture size 430-434. 
Further, if a scene change is detected during the encoding of 
a picture, the minimum and maximum picture size is adapted 
for each row in the first non-scene-change picture after the 
scene change is detected 424-428 to effect a special size 
restriction, which may be referred to as a scene change size 
restriction herein, on that picture. After the non-scene-change 
picture is coded, the SubGOP base QS is set to the average row 
base Qs for that picture prior to coding the next picture 408. 
0041) Special handling of scene changes is performed 
because the complexity of pictures before and after a scene 
change may be significantly different, which could adversely 
affect the quality of pictures coded after the scene change for 
Some period of time unless something is done to mitigate the 
effects of the complexity change. For example, if picture 
complexity is very low before a scene change but very high 
after the scene change, the Qs values for the first few pictures 
in the new scene will be very low. This happens because the 
Qs value before the scene change would be very low to meet 
the target bit rate due to the very low complexity of the 
preceding pictures. Due to this, coding of the first few pictures 
in the new scene will consume a much larger number of bits 
as compared to the target bit rate. Thus, the Qs value over 
Some number of Subsequent pictures will be increased to a 
much higher value to meet the target bit rate. This will result 
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in a few very good quality pictures at the beginning of the new 
scene followed by many pictures with poor quality. 
0042. In another example, if picture complexity is very 
high before a scene change but very low after the scene 
change, the Qs values used by the first few pictures in the new 
scene will be very high. This happens because the QS value 
before the scene change would be very high to meet the target 
bit rate due to the very high complexity of the preceding 
pictures. Due to this, the first few pictures in the new scene 
will take a much smaller number of bits as compared to the 
target number of bits for a picture. This will result in many 
pictures at the beginning of the new scene with poor quality. 
0043. The adaptation of the minimum and maximum pic 
tures sizes at the row level in the first non-scene-change 
picture after a scene change to impose a scene change size 
restriction is performed to generate a new value for the sub 
GOP base Qs that provides for quicker stabilization after the 
scene change. As is explained in more detail below, the spe 
cific adaptations are based on minimum and maximum size 
thresholds empirically derived for generating the new value 
of the subGOP base Qs. 
0044) The steps of the methods of FIGS. 4A and 4B are 
now described in more detail. In describing the steps of the 
method, examples are provided in the form of pseudo code 
describing aspects an example implementation of an embodi 
ment of the method. This pseudo code is provided for illus 
trative purposes only and should not be read as limiting. One 
of ordinary skill in the art will understand that the rate control 
method may be implemented in different ways. This pseudo 
code is expressed in the syntax of the C programming lan 
guage and refers to various variables and constants defined in 
Table 10 provided at the end of this description. According, 
the pseudo code should be understandable by one of ordinary 
skill in the art without detailed explanation of the specific 
instructions and operations performed. 
0045. Some of the example pseudo code operates in the 
quantization parameter (Qp) domain and then either converts 
a Qp value to a QS Value or adjusts a QS Value based on a delta 
change in Qp. These operations are referenced respectively in 
the pseudo code as the Subroutines Qp2OS and 
addDelta2Ouant. In some video coding standards, quantiza 
tion step sizes are associated with integer-value quantization 
parameters having an integer value. Techniques for the con 
version of Qp values to QS Values and the adjustment of a QS 
value based on a delta Qp change are well known in the art. 
For example, a QS for a Qp value may be determined using a 
table lookup and/or by computational derivation. 
0046. As shown in FIG. 4A, at the beginning of a video 
sequence, the initial Qs for the first picture in the video 
sequence is computed 400. Ideally, the initial Qs should be 
close to a steady state value of QS to reduce video quality 
degradation that may otherwise occur at the beginning of a 
Video sequence, i.e., at cold start. That is, the QS used at the 
cold start may require adjustment over the coding of many 
pictures before it settles into a steady state if it is not set 
properly. For example, during the initial ramp period (rise 
time), if the QS at the beginning is higher than the QS once a 
steady state is reached, the perceived/measured quality will 
be worse during the ramp period than after stabilization. And, 
if the QS at the beginning is lower than the QS once a steady 
state is reached, more bits will be consumed for coding pic 
tures during the ramp period than necessary and the video 
quality of pictures coded after the ramp period may be 
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degraded for Some time to make up for the over consumption 
of bits during the ramp period. 
0047 Accordingly, the initial Qs for a video sequence is 
computed based on the target bit rate Such that a higher initial 
Qs is used for lower target bit rates and a lowerinitial Qs value 
is used for higher target bit rates. In some embodiments, the 
initial Qs is determined based the target bit rate for the video 
sequence, an empirically determined default QS Value for a 
low bit rate, and one or more empirically determined thresh 
olds representative of higher bit rates—e.g., high and midbit 
rates. The number of thresholds used may depend on the 
range of bit rates provided by a given video encoder. If the 
target bit rate of the video sequence is lower than the threshold 
(s) representative of higher bit rates, then the initial QS is set 
to the default Qs. Otherwise, the default Qs value is decreased 
by some amount depending on the highest bit rate threshold it 
exceeds such that the higher the target bit rate, the more the 
default Qs value is decreased. The initial Qs value may also be 
determined based on specific coding techniques used in a 
video encoder that affect coding efficiency. 
0048. The pseudo code in Table 1 shows an example of 
dynamic determination of the initial QS seqInitQS. In this 
example, two empirically determined thresholds are used, 
one representative of a high bit rate and one representative of 
a mid bit rate. Further, the comparative analysis of the target 
bit rate to the high and midbit rates is based on a macroblock 
(MB) target bit rate targetBitsMB derived from the target bit 
rate. Note that this pseudo code determines an initial quanti 
Zation parameter (Qp) and then converts that Qp to a QS Value 
(Qp2Qs). The default Qp value is empirically determined and 
will be used to determine the initial Qs unless the macroblock 
target bit rate is higher than one of the thresholds. 

TABLE 1 

targetBitsPerPic = targetBitsPerFrame; 
if (fieldPicFlag) { 
targetBitsPerPic= targetBitsPerPic > 1: } 
if If enabled, choose initial Qp dynamically based on target bit rate (bps) 
if (dynamicInitQp) { 
seqInitQp = defaultQP: 
targetBitsMB = targetBitsPerPic mbNs; 
if (targetBitsMB > HIGH RATE MB TH) { 
seqInitQp = seqInitQp - 2: 
} else if (targetBitsMB > MID RATE MB TH) { 
seqInitQp = seqInitQp - 1: } 

0049. Each SubGOP in the video sequence is then coded 
402-412. At the beginning of a subGOP, a base Qs for the 
SubGOP is computed 402. Further, the base Qs for the sub 
GOP is determined based on whether the SubGOP is an I-Sub 
GOP or a P-SubGOP. If the SubGOP is an I-SubGOP, the 
SubGOP base Qs is computed based on the average row base 
QS of each previously coded picture in the video sequence. 
That is, the average row base Qs of each picture in the video 
sequence coded before the current subGOP contributes to the 
value of the base Qs for the current SubGOP. In some embodi 
ments, the SubGOP base QS is computed as a running 
weighted average of the average row base QS Values of the 
previous pictures. This running weighted average may be 
computed after each picture is coded as 

curOSI weighted Avg.(modOS, curOSI) 

where weightedAvg(qaqb) qaw 1+qbw2. and 
modOs=funcavgOsCurPic). The values of the two weights 
may be empirically determined. In some embodiments, 
w1=0.75 and W2=0.25. 
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0050. If the subGOP is an a P-SubGOP, the SubGOP base 
QS is computed based on various rate control statistics from 
coding the previous P-subGOP in the video sequence. In 
some embodiments, the SubGOP base QS is the average Qs of 
the initial picture in the previous P-SubGOP adapted by an 
adjustment factor for the discrepancy between the average 
number of bits consumed by a picture in the previous P-sub 
GOP and the target bits per picture. 
0051. In some such embodiments, the computation of the 
SubGOP base Qs for a P-SubGOP is also based on the fullness 
of the video buffer. More specifically, rate control attempts to 
manage the fullness of the video buffer to reduce frame skip 
ping and avoid buffer underflow by keeping the buffer full 
ness near anominal buffer level. If the buffer fullness is above 
this nominal buffer level at the beginning of a P-SubGOP the 
computation of the subGOP base Qs may be biased to 
increase the Qs. And, if the buffer fullness is too low, the 
computation may be biased to decrease the QS. 
0052. The computation of the subGOP base Qs for a 
P-subGOP may also take into account whether the VBR or 
CBR coding is being performed. Further, the computation 
may limit how much the subGOP base Qs can change 
between successive SubGOPS. 

0053. The pseudo code in Table 2 shows an example of 
determining a base Qs for a subGOP. In this pseudo code, the 
SubGOP base Qs, base(QSCurSubGop, is set to curQsil for an 
I-SubGOP and is computed for a P-SubGOP by applying an 
adjustment factor, globalAdj, to the average Qs of the initial 
picture in the previous P-subGOP baseGSAvePrevPSubGop. 
The value of the adjustment factor, globalAdj, is computed 
based on the discrepancy between the average number of bits 
consumed by a picture in the previous P-SubGOP prevPtype 
SubGopBits, and the target bits per picture, targetBitsPerPic, 
and a biasing value, Vbconverge, determined based on the 
current level of fullness of the video buffer, Vb level, as com 
pared to a desired level of fullness, vibuseLevel. The value of 
the subGOP base Qs, base(sCurSubGop, is also not allowed 
to increase above a maximum QS, maxQSLimit, that is depen 
dent on whether VBR or CBR coding is being used. 
0054) The values of curQsl, baseGsPrevPSubGop, base 
QSCurSubGop, and base(QSAvePrevPSubGop are initialized 
for computation of the subGOP base Qs for the first subGOP 
in the video sequence based on the initial Qs, seqInitOS, for 
the video Sequence. More specifically, 
baseGsPrevPSubGop-base(QSCurSubGop-base(SAve 
PrevPSubGop-addDelta2Ouant(seqInitOs, -FrcIQPBoost 
and curQsl=base(QsPrevPSubGop. The value of rcIQPBoost 
may be empirically determined based on resulting visual 
quality. The value of prevPtypesubGopBits is also initialized. 

TABLE 2 

curSubGOPBits = 0; 
numPicInCurSubGOP = 0; 
curSubGopType = picType: 
if curSubGopType == I TYPE) { 
baseGSCurSubGop = curQSI: 
} else if curSubGopType ==P TYPE) { 
convergeShift = fieldPicFlag == false 23:4: 
if (vbLevel wbUseLevel) { // getting high 
wbConverge = wbLevel -> convergeShift; if convergency factor 
// add no more than one output picture worth of bits 
wbConverge = min(vbConverge, targetBitsPerPic); f, stability 
else if (vbLevel < targetBitsPerPic) { // getting low 

wbConverge = -prevPtypesubGopBits 2; if convergency factor 
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TABLE 2-continued 

else if (isVBR == true) { // below use level, have less aggressive 
adjustment 
wbConverge = wbLevel -> (convergeShift + 2): 
// add no more than one output picture worth of bits 
wbConverge = min(vbConverge, targetBitsPerPic >> 2); // stability}} 
bits = prevPtypesubGopBits + wbConverge; 
global Adj = ((bits - targetBitsPerPic) * pow(2.0, 10.0)) (2* 
targetBitsPerPic); 
baseGSCurSubGop = (baseGSAvePrevPSubGop * 
((1 << 10) + globalAdj)) > 10 
if (isVBR == true) { 
fi don't let cur subgop base Qp be more than 2 higher than prev SubGOP 
base Qp 
maxQsLimit = addDelta2Ouant (baseGSAvePrevPSubGop, 
MAX QP BET PIC VBR): 
else { 

fi note that AvePrevPSubGop in not used here as in CBR it may go 
high often 
maxQsLimit = addDelta2Ouant(baseGsPrevPSubGop, 
MAX QP BET PIC CBR); } 
baseGSCurSubGop =min (baseGsCurSubGop, maxQsLimit); 
} else if(picType = B TYPE) { 
?ferror SubGOP can not start with B picture 

0055 Referring again to FIG. 4A, once the subGOP base 
Qs is computed 402, each picture in the SubGOP is coded 
using the SubGOP base QS 404-410. At the beginning of a 
picture, a base QS for the picture is computed using the 
SubGOP base QS 404. The picture base QS is computed by 
adjusting the subGOP base Qs based on the type of the picture 
and the level of the picture in the rate control hierarchy. In 
general, I-pictures will have a smaller picture base QS than the 
SubGOP base Qs, P-pictures in level 0 of the rate control 
hierarchy will have a picture base Qs equal to the subGOP 
base Qs, and pictures in higher levels of the rate control 
hierarchy will have a higher picture base Qs than the subGOP 
base Qs. Further, a picture in level n of the rate control 
hierarchy will have a higher picture base QS than a picture in 
level n-1 of the rate control hierarchy. 
0056. The pseudo code in Table 3 shows an example of 
determining a base Qs for a picture using the subGOP base 
Qs. If the picture is an I-picture, the SubGOP base Qs is raised 
by a fixed amount, -rcIQPBoost. If the picture is a P-picture at 
level 0 in the rate control hierarchy, the subGOP base Qs is not 
changed. For pictures at levels in the rate control hierarchy 
below level 0, the subGOP base Qs is reduced by a fixed 
amount, deltaOpPB, and further reduced according to the rate 
control hierarchy level of the picture, gopLevel. 

TABLE 3 

startOfPic() { 
if(picType == I TYPE) { 
deltaOp = -rcIQPBoost: 
else if(gopLevel == 0) { 

deltaOp = 0; 
else { / for B pics and other pics in the SubGOP hierarchy 

deltaOp = deltaOpPB - 1 + gopLevel; } 
baseGSCurPic = addDelta2Ouant(baseGSCurSubGop, deltaOp); } 

0057. Once the picture base QS is computed 404, the pic 
ture is coded using the picture base QS 406. Coding of a 
picture is explained in more detail below in reference to FIG. 
4B. After the picture is coded, the SubGOP base Qs may be 
adjusted prior to computing the picture base QS for the next 
picture ifa scene change has been detected and the picture just 
coded was the first non-scene-change picture after the scene 
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change 408. AS was previously explained, this adjustment is 
made to mitigate the degradation in coding quality that may 
occur if the complexity of pictures before and after a scene 
change is significantly different. If the above conditions are 
met, the SubGOP base Qs is adjusted based on the average row 
base QS for the non-scene-change picture. The average row 
base Qs may be computed by dividing the sum of the row base 
QS Values used in coding the picture by the number of rows in 
the picture. 
0058. This adjustment is performed prior to computing the 
picture base QS for the next picture after the non-scene 
change picture. Further, the adjustment may be dependent on 
the type of the non-scene-change picture. In some embodi 
ments, if the non-scene-change picture is a P-picture, the 
SubGOP base Qs is set to the average row base Qs of the 
non-scene-change picture. Further, if the non-scene-change 
picture is a B-picture, the SubGOP base QS is set to the 
average row base Qs adjusted for the level of the picture in the 
rate control hierarchy, i.e., so that the subGOP base Qs is 
higher than the average row base QS and the delta change to 
the average row base QS is higher for each Successive level in 
the rate control hierarchy. The various statistics used in the 
computation of the subGOP base Qs for a P-SubGOP are also 
adjusted as needed. 
0059. The pseudo code in Table 4 shows an example of 
adjusting the subGOP base QS for a scene change if needed. 
The flag updateBaseGSAfterSceneChange is used to indicate 
if the SubGOP base Qs, base(QSCurSubGop, should be 
updated because of a scene change. The flag is NewScene 
indicates whether or not there was a scene change in the 
picture just coded. The value is NewScene is updated by a 
scene detection technique that operates concurrently with rate 
control. Any suitable rate control technique may be used. 
Note that other variables used in the computation of a sub 
GOP base Qs are also updated so that the change in the base 
Qs for the current subGOP will be reflected in the computa 
tion of the base Qs for the next P-SubGOP 
0060. In this pseudo code, if updateBaseqSAfter 
SceneChange is true, then a scene change was detected in a 
previously coded picture in the current SubGOP. If is 
NewScene is false, then no scene change was detected in the 
picture just coded, i.e., the picture just coded is a non-scene 
change picture. The value of baseGSCurSubGop is changed 
only if both these conditions are met. If the non-scene-change 
picture in the SubGOP is a P-picture, base(QSCurSubGop is set 
to the average row QS used in coding the non-scene-change 
picture, baseGSAVgCurPic. If the non-scene-change picture 
is a B-picture, baseGSCurSubGop is set to base(sAvgCurPic 
reduced by a fixed amount, deltaOpPB, and further reduced 
according to the rate control hierarchy level of the picture, 
gopLevel. 

TABLE 4 

if (updateBaseGSAfterSceneChange) { 
if ((picType == P TYPE) && (isNewScene = false)) { 
baseGSAvgCurSubGOP= baseGSAvePrevPSubGop = 
baseGsPrevPSubGop = baseGSCurSubGop = baseGSAvgCurPic; 
updateBaseGSAfterSceneChange = false; 
else if (picType == B TYPE) && (isNewScene = false)) { 

int deltaOp = deltaOpPB - 1 + gopLevel; 
baseGSCurSubGop = addDelta2Ouant(baseGSAvgCurPic, -deltaOp); 
baseGSAvgCurSubGOP = baseGSAvePrevPSubGop = 
baseGsPrevPSubGop = baseGSCurSubGop: 
updateBaseGSAfterSceneChange = false; 
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0061. After all pictures in a subGOP are coded 410, vari 
ous statistics used in the computation of the subGOP base Qs 
for a P-SubGOP are updated if the current subGOP is a P-sub 
GOP. For example, the average Qs of the initial picture in the 
SubGOP may be stored and the average number of bits used in 
coding a picture may be computed. The pseudo code in Table 
5 shows an example of updating the statistics used in the 
computation of the subGOP base QS for a P-SubGOP. 

TABLE 5 

if (curSubGopType == P TYPE) { 
if(numPicInCurSubGOP := 0) { 
prevPtypesubGopBits = curSubGOPBits / numPicInCurSubGOP; } 
// copy base(p of cur P type GOP for next P type GOP for 
global Ad computation 
baseGsPrevPSubGop = baseGSCurSubGop: 
baseGSAvePrevPSubGop = baseGSAvgCurSubGOP: 

0062 FIG. 4B shows a method for performing step 406 of 
FIG. 4B, i.e., a method for coding a picture once the picture 
base Qs is computed using the SubGOP base Qs. At the 
beginning of the picture, a maximum picture size and a mini 
mum picture size are computed for the picture 420. The 
maximum picture size indicates the maximum number of bits 
to be used to code the picture and the minimum picture size 
indicates the minimum number of bits to be used to code the 
picture. In general, the maximum picture size is set to be 
larger than the target bits per picture. The maximum picture 
size may also differ for VBR and CBR coding, as a larger 
maximum picture size is more desirable for VBR coding 
while a smaller maximum picture size is more desirable for 
CBR coding. Other factors, such as the performance of the 
underlying hardware may also be considered in computing 
the maximum picture size. In some embodiments, the maxi 
mum picture size is computed as a multiple of the target bits 
per picture where the multiplication factor used for VBR 
coding is larger than that used for CBR coding. The multipli 
cation factors may be empirically determined. 
0063. The minimum picture size is typically 0 for VBR 
coding. For CBR coding, the minimum picture size is set to 
reduce the possible variation in bit consumption over time. 
Further, the minimum picture size and the maximum picture 
size should not be very close as this may result in undue 
oscillation in QS within the picture. To accomplish this, in 
Some embodiments, the minimum picture size set to the lower 
of one half of the target bits per picture or one fourth of the 
maximum picture size. 
0064. The pseudo code in Table 6 shows an example of 
computing the maximum picture size, maxPicSize, and the 
pseudo code in Table 7 shows an example of computing the 
minimum picture size, minPicSize. 

TABLE 6 

if (isVBR == true) { 
maxFirm SizeTh = MAX FRM SIZE TH VBR: 

maxFrmSizeTh = MAX FRM SIZE TH CBR:} 
maxPicSize = targetBitsPerPic * maxFirm SizeTh; 

TABLE 7 

minPicSize = 0: 
if (isVBR = true) { 
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TABLE 7-continued 

minPicSize = (targetBitsPerPic >> 1); 
if min pic size cannot be same or higher than max pic size 
minPicSize = min(minPicSize, (maxPicSize > 2); 

0065 Referring again to FIG. 4B, after the minimum and 
maximum picture sizes are computed 420, each row of coding 
blocks in the picture is coded using the picture base QS and the 
minimum and maximum picture sizes 422-438. First, the row 
base Qs is set to be the picture base QS 422. If there was no 
scene change in the previous picture 424, the number of bits 
needed to code the picture at this point in time if the current 
value of row base Qs is used is estimated 430. If the estimated 
size is above the maximum picture size or below the mini 
mum picture size 432, the row base Qs is adjusted 434. More 
specifically, the row base Qs for the current row is increased 
or decreased as needed to meet the picture size restrictions. If 
the estimated size does not violate the picture size restrictions 
432, the row level Qs is not changed. The coding blocks in the 
row are then coded using the row base QS. 
0066. If there was a scene change in the previous picture 
424, then a check is made to determine if a scene change has 
been detected in the current picture 426. Scene change detec 
tion is performed concurrently with rate control and may 
signal a scene change by setting a scene change indicator 
while the picture is being coded. If a scene change has been 
detected 426, the row is coded 430-436 using the current 
values of maximum picture size and minimum picture size. 
These values may not be the same as the values computed at 
the beginning of the picture 420 as they may have been 
adapted 428 before the scene change in the picture was 
detected. 

0067. If a scene change has not been detected 426, the 
maximum and minimum picture sizes are adapted for the row 
428. This adaptation restricts the maximum and minimum 
picture sizes according to size thresholds selected to yield an 
average row base Qs for the picture that is suitable for use as 
the subGOP base Qs going forward, i.e., to yield new value 
for the SubGOP base Qs that will result in faster stabilization 
after the scene change. The particular size thresholds used to 
adaptation the maximum and minimum picture sizes are 
selected based on the type of the current picture. More spe 
cifically, the adapted maximum picture size for an I-picture 
will be larger than the adapted maximum picture size for a 
P-picture which will be larger than the adapted maximum 
picture size for a B-picture. Similarly, the adapted minimum 
picture size for an I-picture will be larger than the adapted 
minimum picture size for a P-picture which will be larger than 
the adapted minimum picture size for a B-picture. 
0068. Further, in some embodiments, the adapted maxi 
mum picture size, regardless of picture type, is a multiple of 
the target bits per picture. That is, the maximum size thresh 
olds are empirically determined multiplication factors that 
are applied to the target bits per picture to compute the 
adapted maximum picture size. Similarly, the adapted mini 
mum picture size, regardless of picture type, is based on the 
target bits per picture. For a I-picture, the adapted minimum 
picture size is the target bits per picture divided by a factor 
determined based on the number of P and or B-pictures in a 
GOP. For a P-picture, the adapted minimum picture size is the 
target bits per picture. For a B-picture, the adapted minimum 
picture size is one half of the target bits per picture. 
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0069. The pseudo code in Table 8 shows an example of 
computing the maximum picture size, maxPicSize, at the row 
level and the pseudo code in Table 9 shows an example of 
computing the minimum picture size, minPicSize, at the row 
level. 

TABLE 8 

if (isVBR == true) { 
maxFirm SizeTh = MAX FRM SIZE TH VBR: 
if (updateBaseGSAfterSceneChange) { 
if (picType == I TYPE) { 
maxFirm SizeTh = min(maxFrmSizeTh, 
MAX FIRST FRM SIZE TH I): 
} else if (! isNewScene) && (picType = P TYPE)) { 
maxFirm SizeTh = min(maxFrmSizeTh, 
MAX FIRST FRM SIZE TH P): 
else if (! isNewScene) && (picType = B TYPE)) { 

maxFirm SizeTh = min(maxFrmSizeTh, 
MAX FIRST FRM SIZE TH P > 1); }} 
maxPicSize = min(maxPicSize, targetBitsPerPic * maxFrmSizeTh); 

TABLE 9 

if (updateBaseGSAfterSceneChange && isVBR) { 
if (picType == I TYPE) { 
minPicSize = targetBitsPerPic <<facIPicAvgShift: 
} else if (picType == P TYPE) && !isNewScene) { 
minPicSize = targetBitsPerPic; 
} else if (picType == B TYPE) && lisNewScene) 
minPicSize = targetBitsPerPic >> 1: } 
if min pic size cannot be same or higher than max pic size 
minPicSize = min(minPicSize, (maxPicSize * 7) >>3); 

0070 Referring again to FIG. 4B, after the minimum and 
maximum picture sizes are adapted 428, the row is coded 
430-436 using the adapted values of maximum picture size 
and minimum picture size. 
(0071. After all rows in the picture are coded 438, the 
running weighted average used to set the value of the subGOP 
base Qs for an I-SubGOP is updated with the average Qs used 
in coding the picture. An indicator used to signal that a scene 
change was detected in the previous picture is also managed 
at this level. If a scene change was detected in coding the 
current picture, the indicator is set to signal that the scene 
change was detected. Further, if the picture is the first non 
scene-change picture after a scene change was detected, the 
indicator is set to signal that no scene change has been 
detected. Note that the picture is the first non-scene change 
picture if this indicator signaled a scene change in the previ 
ous picture when coding of the picture was started and no 
scene change was detected while coding the picture. This 
indicator is called updateBaseGSAfterSceneChange in the 
pseudo code examples. 
0072. It will be appreciated there may also be video qual 
ity degradation at the beginning of a video sequence, i.e., at 
cold start, for reasons similar to those described above for a 
scene change. That is, unless somehow mitigated, the QS used 
at the cold start may require adjustment over the coding of 
many pictures before it settles into a steady state. In some 
embodiments, the cold start at the beginning of the video 
sequence is handled by initializing the rate control to treat the 
first picture in the video sequence as the first picture in a new 
scene, i.e., a picture in which a scene change has occurred. 
Thus, the rate control will also take steps to manage the QS in 
the initial non-scene-change picture after the first picture as 
previously described. 
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0073. The rate control techniques described in this disclo 
Sure may be implemented inhardware, Software, firmware, or 
any combination thereof. If any part or all of a rate control 
technique is in Software, the Software may be executed in one 
or more processors, such as a microprocessor, application 
specific integrated circuit (ASIC), field programmable gate 
array (FPGA), or digital signal processor (DSP). The soft 
ware may be initially stored in a computer-readable medium 
Such as compact disc (CD), a diskette, a tape, a file, memory, 
or any other computer readable storage device and loaded and 
executed in the processor. In some cases, the Software may 
also be sold in a computer program product, which includes 
the computer-readable medium and packaging materials for 
the computer-readable medium. In some cases, the Software 
instructions may be distributed via removable computer read 
able media (e.g., floppy disk, optical disk, flash memory, USB 
key), via a transmission path from computer readable media 
on another digital system, etc. 
0074 Embodiments of the methods and systems for rate 
control as described herein may be implemented for virtually 
any type of digital system (e.g., a desktop computer, a laptop 
computer, a handheld device Such as a mobile (i.e., cellular) 
phone or MP3 player, a personal digital assistant, a digital 
video camera, a set top box, a digital video recorder (DVR), 
etc. with functionality to capture or otherwise generate digital 
video sequences. FIGS. 5-7 show block diagrams of illustra 
tive digital systems. 
0075 FIG.5 shows a digital system suitable for an embed 
ded system (e.g., a digital camera) in accordance with one or 
more embodiments that includes, among other components, a 
DSP-based image coprocessor (ICP) 502, a RISC processor 
504, and a video processing engine (VPE) 506 that may be 
configured to perform a rate control method described herein. 
The RISC processor 504 may be any suitably configured 
RISC processor. The VPE 506 includes a configurable video 
processing front-end (Video FE) 508 input interface used for 
Video capture from imaging peripherals such as image sen 
sors, video decoders, etc., a configurable video processing 
back-end (Video BE) 510 output interface used for display 
devices such as SDTV displays, digital LCD panels, HDTV 
video encoders, etc., and memory interface 524 shared by the 
Video FE 508 and the Video BE510. The digital system also 
includes peripheral interfaces 512 for various peripherals that 
may include a multi-media card, an audio serial port, a Uni 
versal Serial Bus (USB) controller, a serial port interface, etc. 
0076. The Video FE 508 includes an image signal proces 
sor (ISP) 516, and a 3A statistic generator 3A) 518. The ISP 
516 provides an interface to image sensors and digital video 
sources. More specifically, the ISP 516 may accept raw 
image/video data from a sensor (CMOS or CCD) and can 
accept YUV Video data in numerous formats. The ISP 516 
also includes a parameterized image processing module with 
functionality to generate image data in a color format (e.g., 
RGB) from raw CCD/CMOS data. The ISP516 is customi 
Zable for each sensor type and Supports video frame rates for 
preview displays of captured digital images and for video 
recording modes. The ISP 516 also includes, among other 
functionality, an image resizer, statistics collection function 
ality, and a boundary signal calculator. The 3A module 518 
includes functionality to Support control loops for auto focus, 
auto white balance, and auto exposure by collecting metrics 
on the raw image data from the ISP516 or external memory. 
0077. The Video BE 510 includes an on-screen display 
engine (OSD) 520 and a video analog encoder (VAC) 522. 
The OSD engine 520 includes functionality to manage dis 
play data in various formats for several different types of 
hardware display windows and it also handles gathering and 
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blending of video data and display/bitmap data into a single 
display window before providing the data to the VAC 522 in 
YCbCr format. The VAC 522 includes functionality to take 
the display frame from the OSD engine 520 and format it into 
the desired output format and output signals required to inter 
face to display devices. The VAC 522 may interface to com 
posite NTSC/PAL video devices, S-Video devices, digital 
LCD devices, high-definition video encoders, DVI/HDMI 
devices, etc. 
0078. The memory interface 524 functions as the primary 
source and sink to modules in the Video FE508 and the Video 
BE 510 that are requesting and/or transferring data to/from 
external memory. The memory interface 524 includes read 
and write buffers and arbitration logic. 
(0079. The ICP 502 includes functionality to perform com 
putational operations required for video encoding of captured 
images. The video encoding standards Supported may 
include, for example, one or more of the JPEG standards, the 
MPEG standards, and the H.26X standards. In one or more 
embodiments, the ICP 502 is configured to perform the com 
putational operations of a rate control method described 
herein during the video encoding. 
0080 FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a digital system (e.g., a 
mobile cellular telephone) 600 that may be configured to 
perform rate control as described herein. The signal process 
ing unit (SPU) 602 includes a digital processing processor 
system (DSP) that includes embedded memory and security 
features. The analog baseband unit 604 receives a voice data 
stream from handset microphone 613a and sends a voice data 
stream to the handset mono speaker 613b. The analog base 
band unit 604 also receives a voice data stream from the 
microphone 614a) and sends a voice data stream to the mono 
headset 614b. The analog baseband unit 604 and the SPU 602 
may be separate ICs. In many embodiments, the analog base 
band unit 604 does not embed a programmable processor 
core, but performs processing based on configuration of audio 
paths, filters, gains, etc being setup by Software running on 
the SPU 602. In some embodiments, the analog baseband 
processing is performed on the same processor and can send 
information to it for interaction with a user of the digital 
system 600 during a call processing or other processing. 
I0081. The display 620 may also display pictures and 
encoded video streams received from the network, from a 
local camera 628, or from other sources such as the USB 626 
or the memory 612. The SPU 602 may also send a video 
stream to the display 620 that is received from various sources 
such as the cellular network via the RF transceiver 606 or the 
camera 628. The SPU 602 may also send a video stream to an 
external video display unit via the encoder 622 over a com 
posite output terminal 624. The encoderunit 622 may provide 
encoding according to PAL/SECAM/NTSC video standards. 
I0082. The SPU 602 includes functionality to perform the 
computational operations required for video encoding and 
decoding. The video encoding standards Supported may 
include, for example, one or more of the JPEG standards, the 
MPEG standards, the H.26x standards, and the emerging 
HEVC standard. In one or more embodiments, the SPU 602 is 
configured to perform the computational operations of rate 
control during video encoding as described herein. Software 
instructions implementing all or part of the rate control may 
be stored in the memory 612 and executed by the SPU 602 as 
part of encoding of digital image data, e.g., pictures and video 
StreamS. 

I0083 FIG. 7 shows a digital system 700 (e.g., a personal 
computer) that includes a processor 702, associated memory 
704, a storage device 706, and numerous other elements and 
functionalities typical of digital systems (not shown). In one 
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or more embodiments, a digital system may include multiple 
processors and/or one or more of the processors may be 
digital signal processors. The digital system 700 may also 
include input means, such as a keyboard 708 and a mouse 710 
(or other cursor control device), and output means, such as a 
monitor 712 (or other display device). Those skilled in the art 
will appreciate that the input and output means may take other 
forms. The digital system 700 may also include an image 
capture device (not shown) that includes circuitry (e.g., 
optics, a sensor, readout electronics) for capturing video 
sequences. The digital system 700 may include a video 
encoder with functionality to perform rate control as 
described herein. 

0084. The digital system 700 may be connected to a net 
work (not shown) (e.g., a local area network (LAN), a wide 
area network (WAN) such as the Internet, a cellular network, 
any other similar type of network and/or any combination 
thereof) via a network interface connection (not shown). The 
digital system 1500 may include functionality to receive 
encoded video sequences via the network interface connec 
tion, from the storage device 1506, and/or from removable 
storage media. 
0085. Further, those skilled in the art will appreciate that 
one or more elements of the aforementioned digital system 
700 may be located at a remote location and connected to the 
other elements over a network. Further, embodiments may be 
implemented on a distributed system having a plurality of 
nodes, where each portion of the system and Software instruc 
tions may be located on a different node within the distributed 
system. In one embodiment, the node may be a digital system. 
Alternatively, the node may be a processor with associated 
physical memory. The node may alternatively be a processor 
with shared memory and/or resources. 
I0086 Software instructions to perform computational 
operations of rate control as described herein may be stored 
on a computer readable medium Such as a compact disc (CD), 
a diskette, a tape, a file, memory, or any other computer 
readable storage device. The software instructions may be 
distributed to the digital system 700 via removable computer 
readable media (e.g., floppy disk, optical disk, flash memory, 
USB key), via a transmission path from computer readable 
media on another digital system, etc. 
I0087 While the invention has been described with respect 
to a limited number of embodiments, those skilled in the art, 
having benefit of this disclosure, will appreciate that other 
embodiments can be devised which do not depart from the 
Scope of the invention as disclosed herein. Accordingly, the 
scope of the invention should be limited only by the attached 
claims. It is therefore contemplated that the appended claims 
will cover any such modifications of the embodiments as fall 
within the true scope and spirit of the invention. 

TABLE 10 

Name Description 

targetBitsPerFrame Target average bits per frame or bit 
rate? frames per second 

deltaOpPB Delta Qp between P and B picture 
types, B Pic Qp = P Pic Qp + 
deltaOpPB 

isVBR Indicates use of variable rate control. 
False indicates constant bit-rate (CBR) 
rate control 

fieldPicFlag indicates interlace (field coding) mode 
is chosen 

dynamicInitQp Indicates whether or not to choose 
initial QS dynamically 
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TABLE 10-continued 

Name Description 

seqInitQS initial QS computed at the beginning of 
he sequence 

rcIQPBoost Fixed Qp boost given to I pictures 
compared to neighboring P pictures 

facIPicAvgShift Average bits of Ipicture over average 
bits. Depends on GOP size. 

curSubGopType Current subGOP type: I or P. first 
picture type in the SubGOP decides 
subGOP type 

baseGSCurSubGop Base Qs of current SubGOP 
baseGSAvgCurSubGOP Average base QS after row level adjust 

or the first picture in the current 
SubGOP 

curSubGOPBits Bits consumed in the current SubGOP 
numPicInCurSubGOP Number of pictures in the current 

SubGOP 
baseGSAvePrevPSubGop Average QS of base Qs of previous 

P-SubGOP 
base(sPrevPSubGop Base Qs of previous P-SubGOP 
prevPtypesubGopBits Bits consumed in previous P-SubGOP 
baseGSCurPic Base Qs of current picture, derived 

rom base Qs of current SubGOP. 
baseGSAvgCurPic Average base QS after row level adjust 

or the current picture, derived from 
rc baseGSSumCurPic 

baseGSSumCurPic Summed up base Qs after row level 
adjust for the current picture 

picType picture coding type: I, Por B 
bitCount Bits consumed by current picture 
curOSI Running QS for I-pictures 
gopLevel GOP level, I and P level-0, B level-1, 

hierarchical coding will have 
additional levels 

updateBaseGSAfterSceneChange Indicates SubGOP base QS needs to be 
updated after scene change or at the 
beginning of the sequence 

targetBitsPerPic Target average bits per picture 
mbNS Number of macroblocks in the current 

picture 
qScaleMax Maximum QS for current picture type 
qScaleMin Minimum Qs for current picture type 
isNewScene indicates if current picture is new 

scene change. Not valid for Ipicture 
type 

maxPicSize Maximum target picture size for the 
current picture 

minPicSize Minimum target picture size for the 
current picture 

MAX FRM SIZE TH VBR Multiplication factor for determining 
maximum picture size for VBR 

MAX FRM SIZE TH CBR Multiplication factor for determining 
maximum picture size for CBR 
Threshold for a high macroblock rate 
Threshold for a mid macroblock rate 

HIGH RATE MB TH 
MID RATE MB TH 

What is claimed is: 
1. A methodofrate control in coding of a video sequence to 

generate a compressed bit stream, the method comprising: 
computing a sequence base quantization step size for a 

sequence of pictures in the video sequence; 
computing a picture base quantization step size for a pic 

ture in the sequence of pictures based on the sequence 
base quantization step size, a type of the picture, and a 
level of the picture in a rate control hierarchy; and 

coding the picture using the picture base quantization step 
size to generate a portion of the compressed bit stream. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein computing a sequence 
base quantization step size further comprises: 
when an initial picture in the sequence of pictures is a 

predicted picture, computing the sequence base quanti 
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Zation step size based on an average number of bits 
consumed by a previous sequence of pictures in the 
Video sequence and an average quantization step size 
used in coding an initial picture in the previous sequence 
of pictures. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein computing a sequence 
base quantization step size further comprises: 
when an initial picture in the sequence of pictures is an 

intracoded picture, computing the sequence base quan 
tization step size as a weighted average of average quan 
tization step sizes of previously coded pictures in the 
Video sequence. 

4. The method of claim 3, wherein coding the picture 
further comprises: 

computing a minimum number of bits to be used in coding 
the picture and a maximum number of bits to be used in 
coding the picture; and 

coding the picture using a number of bits greater than the 
minimum number of bits and less than the maximum 
number of bits. 

5. The method of claim 4, wherein coding the picture using 
a number of bits further comprises: 

estimating a number of bits needed to code the picture 
before coding a sequence of coding blocks in the picture; 

increasing a quantization step size for the sequence of 
coding blocks when the estimated number of bits is 
larger than the maximum number of bits; and 

decreasing the quantization step size for the sequence of 
coding blocks when the estimated number of bits is 
Smaller than the minimum number of bits. 

6. The method of claim 4, wherein coding the picture 
further comprises: 

adapting the minimum number of bits and the maximum 
number of bits for rate control of a sequence of coding 
blocks in the picture when a scene change is detected in 
a picture immediately preceding the picture in the 
sequence of pictures. 

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
responsive to a scene change in the video sequence, adapt 

ing the sequence base quantization step size based on an 
average of quantization step sizes used in coding an 
initial non-scene-change picture after the scene change. 

8. An encoder for coding a video sequence to generate a 
compressed bit stream, the encoder comprising: 

a rate control component configured to generate a quanti 
Zation step size for quantizing coding blocks in the video 
sequence; and 

a quantizer component configured to quantize the coding 
blocks using the quantization step size, 

wherein the rate control component generates the quanti 
Zation step size by 
computing a sequence base quantization step size for a 

sequence of pictures in the video sequence; 
computing a picture base quantization step size for a 

picture in the sequence of pictures based on the 
sequence base quantization step size, a type of the 
picture, and a level of the picture in a rate control 
hierarchy. 

9. The encoder of claim 8, wherein computing a sequence 
base quantization step size further comprises: 
when an initial picture in the sequence of pictures is a 

predicted picture, computing the sequence base quanti 
Zation step size based on an average number of bits 
consumed by a previous sequence of pictures in the 
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video sequence and an average quantization step size 
used in coding an initial picture in the previous sequence 
of pictures. 

10. The encoder of claim 8, wherein computing a sequence 
base quantization step size further comprises: 
when an initial picture in the sequence of pictures is an 

intracoded picture, computing the sequence base quan 
tization step size as a weighted average of average quan 
tization step sizes of previously coded pictures in the 
video sequence. 

11. The encoder of claim 10, wherein the rate control 
component is further configured to generate the quantization 
step size by: 

computing a minimum number of bits to be used in coding 
the picture and a maximum number of bits to be used in 
coding the picture, wherein the quantization step size is 
increased or decreased as the picture is coded to guar 
antee that a number of bits used to code the picture is 
greater than the minimum number of bits and less than 
the maximum number of bits. 

12. The encoder of claim 11, wherein the rate control 
component is further configured to generate the quantization 
step size by: 

estimating a number of bits needed to code the picture 
before coding a sequence of coding blocks in the picture; 

increasing a quantization step size for the sequence of 
coding blocks when the estimated number of bits is 
larger than the maximum number of bits; and 

decreasing the quantization step size for the sequence of 
coding blocks when the estimated number of bits is 
Smaller than the minimum number of bits. 

13. The encoder of claim 10, wherein the minimum number 
of bits and the maximum number of bits is adapted for rate 
control of a sequence of coding blocks in the picture when a 
scene change is detected in a picture immediately preceding 
the picture in the sequence of pictures. 

14. The encoder of claim 8, wherein the rate control com 
ponent is further configured to generate the quantization step 
size by: 

responsive to a scene change in the video sequence, adapt 
ing the sequence base quantization step size based on an 
average of quantization step sizes used in coding an 
initial non-scene-change picture after the scene change. 

15. A machine readable medium storing instructions for 
rate control in coding of a video sequence to generate a 
compressed bit stream, wherein execution of the instructions 
by a processor in a video encoder causes the video encoder to 
perform the actions of: 

computing a sequence base quantization step size for a 
sequence of pictures in the video sequence; 

computing a picture base quantization step size for a pic 
ture in the sequence of pictures based on the sequence 
base quantization step size, a type of the picture, and a 
level of the picture in a rate control hierarchy; and 

coding the picture using the picture base quantization step 
size to generate a portion of the compressed bit stream. 

16. The machine readable medium of claim 15, wherein 
computing a sequence base quantization step size further 
comprises: 
when an initial picture in the sequence of pictures is a 

predicted picture, computing the sequence base quanti 
Zation step size based on an average number of bits 
consumed by a previous sequence of pictures in the 
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Video sequence and an average quantization step size 
used in coding an initial picture in the previous sequence 
of pictures; and 

when an initial picture in the sequence of pictures is an 
intracoded picture, computing the sequence base quan 
tization step size as a weighted average of average quan 
tization step sizes of previously coded pictures in the 
Video sequence. 

17. The machine readable medium of claim 15, wherein 
coding the picture further comprises: 

computing a minimum number of bits to be used in coding 
the picture and a maximum number of bits to be used in 
coding the picture; and 

coding the picture using a number of bits greater than the 
minimum number of bits and less than the maximum 
number of bits. 

18. The machine readable medium of claim 18, wherein 
coding the picture using a number of bits further comprises: 

estimating a number of bits needed to code the picture 
before coding a sequence of coding blocks in the picture; 
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increasing a quantization step size for the sequence of 
coding blocks when the estimated number of bits is 
larger than the maximum number of bits; and 

decreasing the quantization step size for the sequence of 
coding blocks when the estimated number of bits is 
Smaller than the minimum number of bits. 

19. The machine readable medium of claim 18, wherein 
coding the picture further comprises: 

adapting the minimum number of bits and the maximum 
number of bits for rate control of a sequence of coding 
blocks in the picture when a scene change is detected in 
a picture immediately preceding the picture in the 
sequence of pictures. 

20. The machine readable medium of claim 15, further 
comprising: 

responsive to a scene change in the video sequence, adapt 
ing the sequence base quantization step size based on an 
average of quantization step sizes used in coding an 
initial non-scene-change picture after the scene change. 

c c c c c 


